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Abstract 

Previous studies on the association between personality traits and computer and/or internet 

addiction reported mixed results. Moreover, whereas some authors claim that personality 

traits measures have adequate level of convergent validity (Hong et al., 2008; Paunonen, 

2003), recent meta-analysis seems to seriously question it (Pace & Brannick, 2010). The aim 

of the present study was to examine whether personality traits can reliably predict excessive 

computer and internet usage in a consistent way and irrespectively of the personality traits 

measure used. Two hundred and thirty university students voluntarily participated in the study. 

They provided responses to various instruments including the Big Five Inventory, the 

International Personality Item Pool, the Computer Addiction Test and Internet usage. 

Canonical correlation analysis was used to examine the similarity between the two 

personality traits measures. Results showed that there is 50% of unexplained variance 

between the two personality measures. Multiple regression analyses (linear or ordinal 

depending on the nature of the criterion variable) showed that the pattern and strength of 

predictions seems to fluctuate in relation to the personality traits instrument used. In most 

cases conscientiousness and agreeableness were revealed as important personality traits to 

understand technological addictive behaviors. Researchers should be aware of the possible 

fluctuations in findings when they study the effect of personality traits on computer and 

excessive internet use. 
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1. Introduction  

In post-modern society, a paramount change in leisure practices, interpersonal 

communication, and relationship formation was caused by the evolution of technology. New 

forms of self-with-other representation and new possibilities to freely access information 

have emerged. Since the personal computer first appeared, it became a vital part of modern 

human life. Nowadays, people use computer technology to play games, communicate with 

others, relieve stress and boredom, entertain themselves, and pass their time (Carpenter & 

Buday, 2007; Doherty, 2002). Despite the myriad of uses and many benefits that a computer 

provides, abuse also occurs, with some peoples' use of the computer being described as 

“compulsive” or even “addictive” (Griffiths, 1995). 

Although some researchers propose that the term “addiction” should be applied only to cases 

involving chemical substances (Bratter & Forrest, 1985), others have linked technological 

addictions to impulse control disorders (Shapira, Goldsmith, Keck, Khosla, & McElroy, 2000; 

Young, 1998). Specifically, Griffiths (1995) operationally defined technological addictions as 

“…(nonchemical) behavioral addictions which involve human-machine interaction” (p. 15). 

Additionally, he proposed that these nonchemical addictions can be divided into passive (e.g. 

television) and active (e.g. computer games) and may contain addictive behaviors located 

under other types of addictions (Griffiths, 1995).   

In light of the fact that the internet provides a user-friendly environment with access to 

available information, a wide range of users are now online. As a result, the range of people 

who use and may misuse computers is wider than ever before. The earliest empirical research 

study that addressed the question of whether or not the internet can be characterized as 

addictive was carried out by Young (1996), who investigated the existence of internet 

addiction and the degree of problems caused by its use. Since then, there have been a growing 

number of academic studies investigating the excessive use of the internet focusing on case 

studies of excessive internet users (Griffiths, 2000) or exploring the relationship between 

internet users and non-excessive users with other psychiatric problems (Andreassen et al., 

2016; Shapira et al., 2000). With millions of users worldwide, a question is raised concerning 

what types of people use the computer and the internet in an excessive way and how other 

behaviors may interact with the users’ personality traits.   

Many researchers propose that personality-based variations in behavior can be described in 

terms of the Big Five factors of personality (Costa & McCrae, 1992; Goldberg, 1990; John & 

Sriviasta, 1999). These factors, known as extraversion, neuroticism (or its counterpart 

emotional stability), openness to experience (or intellect), agreeableness, and 

conscientiousness, represent relatively enduring patterns of thought, emotion, and behavior 

that are stable across a wide variety of different situations (Caspi & Roberts, 1999) and over 

time (Digman, 1989).  

Recently, as the popularity of computer and internet use is rapidly increasing, it is suggested 

that this area is worthwhile to be investigated from a personality perspective, especially since 

levels of computer or internet usage is often described as excessive or even problematic. 

Indeed, previous research activity attempted to understand the various factors that contribute 
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to technological addictive behaviors (e.g. computer, internet, social media addiction) focusing 

on the effect of personality traits as an antecedent factor. By using different questionnaires 

and personality adjective rating scales, research findings suggest that individual’s type of 

personality may be linked to levels of computer and internet excessive use or addiction 

(Buffardi & Campbell 2008; Gombor & Vas, 2008; Landers & Lounsbury, 2006; Tsai et al., 

2009).   

More specifically, openness to experience, which characterizes people who are intellectual 

curious, imaginative, and emotionally sensitive, was positively related to the excessive use of 

both the computer and the internet. For example, Web sites owners (Marcus, Machilek, & 

Schütz, 2006), and online gamers (Teng, 2008) reported higher scores of this factor. Similar 

results have also been obtained for people who score high on extraversion (sociable, talkative, 

and active) (Teng, 2008; Wang, Ho, Chan, & Tse, 2015). However, these findings are not 

consistent across studies and seem to differentiate depending on the specific internet addition 

behavior examined (e.g. Wang et al., 2015). Neuroticism, that describes an individual’s 

propensity to feel fear, anxious, and other negative emotions, was related to excessive 

internet usage, as people high in neuroticism were more likely to frequently use both social 

networking sites (SNS) (Wang et al., 2015) and instant messaging (Ehrenberg, Juckes, White, 

& Walsh, 2008). The other two personality traits (agreeableness and conscientiousness) have 

shown mixed results. Whereas conscientiousness was found to be a significant predictor of 

internet and game addition (Wang et al., 2015) results on agreeableness seem to be fluctuated 

(e.g. Landers & Lounsbury, 2006; Wang et al., 2015). For example, in the study of Landers 

and Lounsbur (2006) agreeableness was associated with internet usage. In another study 

however (Wang et al., 2015), agreeableness did not predict any of three examined internet 

addictions (internet, game and social networking). Taking into account the contradictory 

findings, further research activity is warranted to better understand the association between 

Big Five traits and technological addictive behaviors (e.g. computer and Internet excessive 

use) and the effects of the specific instrument used to measure personality traits.  

1.1 Aim and Hypotheses 

The present study had two primary purposes. The first was focused on the role of personality 

traits as significant predictors of computer and excessive internet use in a Greek university 

student sample. Towards this end two widely used personality traits instruments were 

employed. The second purpose was to investigate whether prediction of excessive usage of 

computer and internet is independent of the personality traits instrument used, providing thus 

evidence of their robust association.  

Based on previous research indicating that personality is associated with the excessive use of 

the technology (Buffardi & Campbell 2008; Landers & Lounsbury, 2006; Teng, 2008; Wang 

et al., 2015), the following hypothesis was set for further investigation.   

Hypothesis 1: Certain personality traits will be related to the excessive usage of the computer 

and internet. 

Moreover, previous studies have shown that Big Five factors irrespectively of the selected 
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questionnaire can predict various behaviors (Hong, Paunonen, & Slade, 2008; Paunonen & 

Ashton, 2001; Paunonen, 2003). Specifically, Paunonen (2003), by using three different 

measures of the Big Five concluded that there is a strong convergence in Big Five 

measurements and predictions across 27 various criteria behaviors (e.g. alcohol consumption, 

tobacco consumption, and participation in sports). Likewise, Hong et al. (2008) who 

replicated Paunonen’s (2003) study proposed that personality traits underlying different Big 

Five assessments have important criterion related validities. Despite, however the 

above-mentioned studies, a recent meta-analysis found low levels of agreement among the 

personality traits of four different measures (Pace & Brannick, 2010). Given that a large 

number of studies was analyzed (79 usable sources) the following hypothesis relied on this 

meta-analysis study.  

Hypothesis 2: The strength of excessive usage of the computer and internet prediction will be 

affected by the specific personality traits instrument used.  

2. Method 

2.1 Participants 

In the present study 230 Greek university students from the Aristotle University of 

Thessaloniki participated. Participants were from different social sciences schools (60.2% 

Journalism and Mass Media Communication; 18.4% Primary Education; 21.4% other 

faculties) and their ages ranged from 18 to 48 years old (M = 23.99, SD = 6.77; 84.9% 

females).   

2.2 Instruments 

Personality traits were assessed using two questionnaires: (i) Big Five Inventory (BFI; John 

& Sriviasta, 1999) and (ii) International Personality Item Pool (IPIP; Goldberg et al., 2006).  

These instruments were selected because they are widely used inventories showing that their 

underling constructs relate to various behavioral criteria in various applied fields (e.g. Fossati, 

Borroni, Marchione, & Maffei 2011; Pace & Brannick, 2010).  

2.2.1 BFI  

The BFI comprises 44 items for assessing five personality traits. Using a five-point scale (1 = 

strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree), respondents are asked to rate the degree to which they 

perceive themselves as a person who engages in a variety of affective, behavioral, and 

cognitive responses. This questionnaire was recently adapted to the Greek cultural context 

(Baltzis, Manolika, & Gardikiotis, 2012). 

2.2.2 IPIP  

The IPIP questionnaire which was adapted to Greek by Ypofanti et al. (2015) consists of 

50-items assessing five personality traits, Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability/ 

Neuroticism, Intellect, Agreeableness and Extraversion. Participants rated how well each IPIP 

item describes them on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = very inaccurate, 5 = very accurate). Greek 

version of IPIP verified the correlated five factor structure with good internal consistencies (α 
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= .758 - .875). 

2.2.3 Computer Addiction 

The excessive use of the computer was assessed by the Computer Addiction Test which was 

adapted to Greek cultural setting by Siomos, Floros, Mouzas, and Angelopoulos (2009). This 

test comprises 20 items which are scored on a five-point Likert scale (1 = never, 5 = always). 

The minimum score is 20 (no tendency to computer addiction) and the maximum is 100 (high 

tendency to computer addiction). Siomos et al. (2009) findings showed the instrument’s 

satisfactory test-retest reliability, internal consistency and construct validity. 

2.2.4 Internet Usage 

Based on previous research (Landers & Lounsbury, 2006), internet usage was measured as a 

self-report item on a four-point scale with response choices as follows: (1) less than 1 hour 

per day, (2) between 1 and 2 hours per day, (3) between 2 and 4 hours per day and (4) more 

than 4 hours per day. 

2.3 Procedure 

Participants were instructed to read the purpose of the study and then complete the 

questionnaires voluntarily before or at the end of the class. The order of instruments assessing 

personality traits was counterbalanced so that half of the sample initially completed the BFI, 

followed by the Computer Addiction Test, the Internet use, and finally the IPIP. The other half 

completed the IPIP first, followed by the Computer Addiction Test, the Internet use, and 

finally the BFI. Given the length of the questionnaires, the survey took up to 15 minutes for 

participants to complete. 

2.4 Data Analysis Strategy  

Instruments’ factorial structure was examined using exploratory factor analysis with oblimin 

rotation. Items loading above .30 were considered statistically significant. Internal 

consistency of the derived factors was assessed employing Cronbach’s α. Given that both 

personality questionnaires measure multidimentional concepts canonical correlation analysis 

was conducted to examine their convergent validity. Finally, multiple regression analysis 

(linear and ordinal depending on the nature of the outcome variable) was performed to test 

whether personality traits could reliably predict technological addition. Overall four analyses 

were conducted, one for each assessment of technological addition and personality traits 

measure. 

3. Results  

3.1 Instrument’s Factorial Structure 

3.1.1 BFI 

Factor analysis of the BFI responses revealed five factors with eigenvalues above unity, 

explaining 49.5% of the variance in the data. All factor loadings were well above .30.  

Moreover, internal consistency of the Openness, Neuroticism and Extraversion were 
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satisfactory (.788, .753, .724 respectively), whereas α values for Agreeableness, and 

Conscientiousness were acceptable (.667 and .674 respectively). 

3.1.2 IPIP  

Similar analysis to IPIP responses showed that five factors should be retained, explaining 

50.55% of the variance. All item loadings to their respective factors were considered 

statistically significant (>.30). Factors’ α values were satisfactory (.801-.726), apart from 

Conscientiousness which was acceptable (.664). 

3.1.3 Computer Addiction 

Results concerning Computer Addiction Test revealed one dimension, explaining 35.56% of 

the variance. Items loadings were ranging from .353 to .704. In addition, internal consistency 

was satisfactory (α = .889). 

3.2 Canonical Correlation Analysis 

Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) was employed to examine the multivariate 

relationship between the set of BFI and the set IPIP factors. Results showed five statistically 

significant functions with squared canonical correlation coefficients (Rc
2
) for each successive 

function (see Table 1). Collectively, the full model across all functions was statistically 

significant using the Wilks’s λ = .036 criterion, F(25, 818.77) = 47.385, p < .001 with an 

effect size of 1 - λ = .964, thus explaining 96.4% of the total shared variance between the 

canonical variates (Sherry & Henson, 2005). Given the effects of each function, all functions 

were considered noteworthy in the context of this study (squared canonical correlation 71.2%, 

57.1%, 47.2%, 26.9%, 24.5% for each consecutive function).  

 

Table 1. Canonical Correlation Analysis Results between BFI and IPIP  

Roots Rc Rc
2
 % variance in IPIP 

explained by BFI 

% variance in BFI 

explained by IPIP 

1-5 .766* .587 16.7 16.4 

2-5 .713* .509 10.6 9.6 

3-5 546* .298 4.5 4.6 

4-5 .480* .231 4.3 4.2 

5 .383* .147 2.5 2.9 

Total   38.6 37.7 

Notes. Rc = Canonical correlation. Rc
2
 = Squared canonical correlation, * p < .01. 

 

The strength of the relationship between the two sets of variables was assessed using the 

redundancy index (Stewart & Love, 1968). This statistic indicated that 48.26% of the 

variance in the IPIP variables was accounted for by the BFI variate. Conversely, 49.62% 

percent of the variance in the BFI variables was explained by the IPIP variate. 
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3.3 Regression analyses 

Next, multiple regression analysis was used to examine which personality traits are 

associated with the two behavior criteria. Overall, the results revealed that BFI factors 

accounted for 15.4% of the variance in computer excessive use, F(5, 224) = 8.15, p < 0.001, 

whereas IPIP factors explained 16.9% of the same criterion behavior variance F(5, 224) = 

9.09, p < 0.001. Agreeableness and Conscientiousness were significant predictors of 

excessive computer use irrespectively of the personality instrument used (Table 2). When 

however, the IPIP personality traits were used as explanatory variables Emotional Stability 

was also revealed as a statistically significant predictor.  

 

Table 2. Regression analysis results (linear and ordinal) predicting computer and internet 

usage from BFI and IPIP  

Criterion Computer usage  Internet usage 

 b Part R
2
 Log-Odds Odds Pseudo R

2
 

BFI   .154*   .035 

Agreeableness  -.191* -.180  -.123 .884  

Conscientiousness  -.246* -.240  -.395
a
 .674  

Extraversion -.098 -.094  .189 .828  

Neuroticism .095 .087  .194 1.214  

Openness/Intellect -.006 -.006  -.006 .994  

IPIP   .169*   .135* 

Agreeableness  -.142* -.136  .012 1.012  

Conscientiousness -.273* -.270  -.909* .403  

Extraversion -.096 -.089  .108 1.114  

Emotional Stability -.184* -.177  .359* 1.431  

Openness/Intellect  .064
a
 .060  .497* 1.644  

Notes. Part = semi-partial correlation, 
a
 p < .10, * p < .05.  

 

Given that Internet usage was assessed on an ordinal scale the most appropriate statistical 

technique was ordinal regression analysis. Results showed that none of the BFI personality 

traits significantly predicted levels of Internet usage, χ
2
 (5) = 7.285, p = .200. On the other 

hand, the combination of IPIP personality traits significantly predicted 13.5% (Nagelkerke’s 

Pseudo R
2
 = .135) of the Interne usage variability, χ

2
 (5) = 29.709, p < .001. Three out of the 

five IPIP subscales were significant predictors, namely and Conscientiousness (Wald’s χ
2
 (1) 

= 18.73, p < .001), Openness/Intellect (Wald’s χ
2
 (1) = 4.81, p = .028), and Emotional 

Stability (Wald’s χ
2
 (1) = 4.35, p = .037) (Table 2).  

4. Discussion 

The first purpose of this study was to explore whether personality traits of young adults can 

reliably predict addictive tendencies towards excessive computer and internet use, despite the 

employed measure. Applying two different measures of personality, which are well known 
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and widely used, the current study showed mixed results. In particular, both BFI and IPIP 

predicted a similar percent of computer usage variance. Two BFI personality traits 

(Agreeableness and Conscientiousness) and three IPIP personality traits (Agreeableness, 

Conscientiousness and Emotional Stability) were related to the excessive use of the computer. 

Agreeableness and conscientiousness were common predictors for both personality traits 

measures. Standardized regression coefficients as well as part-correlations suggest that 

conscientiousness is a stronger predictor in comparison to agreeableness. Similar findings 

were reported in past research (Buckner, Castille, & Sheets, 2012; Glass, Li & Pan, 2015; 

Hong et al., 2008; Paunonen, 2003). 

In addition, the negative linkage of agreeableness and conscientiousness with excessive 

computer usage points out that they can function as protective features in terms of computer 

addiction. These two personality traits were also found to be significant predictors of other 

potentially addictive behaviors such as alcohol and tobacco use (Hong et al., 2008; Paunonen, 

2003). Our findings, combined with prior studies, provide evidence to speculate that 

agreeableness and conscientiousness might be core predictors of addictive behaviors.   

However, even though the same two personality traits (Agreeableness and Conscientiousness) 

were associated with excessive computer usage, emotional stability also emerged as a 

significant predictor only when the IPIP measure was employed. Emotional stability’s unique 

contribution was meaningful and stronger in comparison to agreeableness. If these findings 

are replicated in future studies, they suggest that researchers may reach different conclusions 

on which personality traits affect addictive behaviors towards excessive computer usage and 

their different impact based on the specific instrument used.  

With regard to internet use, none of the BFI personality traits was revealed as a significant 

predictor. On the other hand, two IPIP traits (Emotional Stability and Conscientiousness) 

were found to be significant predictors of the excessive use of the internet. Therefore, people 

who are emotionally stable and conscious tend to spend less time online. These results 

support previous studies showing that lower levels of emotional stability were related to 

excessive internet use (Yan, Li, & Sui, 2014), greater instant messaging use (Ehrenberg et al., 

2008), and a greater possibility of blogging (Guadagno, Okdie, & Eno, 2008). In addition, 

conscientiousness has been found to be related negatively to excessive use of online gaming 

(Wang et al., 2015), SNS (Glass et al., 2014; Wilson, Fornasier, & White, 2010) and the 

internet (Landers & Lounsbury, 2006). Taking into account that less emotionally stable 

individuals often feel sad and cannot manage stress well, a possible explanation is that they 

spend more time on the internet in order to cope with stress or seek support and company 

(Gombor & Vas, 2008). On the other hand, individuals who score low on conscientiousness 

may spend more time online to distract themselves and escape from their responsibilities.  

Another notable finding of the present study was that both linear and ordinal regression 

analysis consistently showed that conscientiousness was the strongest predictor of computer 

and internet usage, irrespectively of the selected personality trait measure. The only exception 

was noticed on the ordinal regression of internet use on the BFI factors, in which 

conscientiousness was statistically significant at the .10. This finding is in line with a recent 
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meta-analysis of 12 selected studies which reported that conscientiousness showed the largest 

effect size among the five personality traits (Kayiş et al., 2016). Thus, development of 

intervention programs for preventing computer and internet addiction should primarily focus 

on enhancing participants self-discipline, sense of duty and their motivation to fight for 

success (Costa & McCrae, 1992).  

A strength of the present study was the employment of the canonical correlation analysis to 

examine the multivariate relationship between the two personality traits measures. To the best 

of our knowledge prior studies which used more than one personality traits measures relied 

solely on univariate associations to make inferences about convergent validity (e.g. Hong et 

al., 2008; Paunonen, 2003). According to Thompson (2000) canonical correlation as a type of 

multivariate technique not only reduces type I error but it can also better approximate the 

reality of the human behavior. The redundancy index showed that the shared variance 

between BFI and IPIP is 48%-49%. Although the two personality measures have a 

considerable percent of variance in common, there is another 51-52% of unexplained 

variance. In a meta-analytic study on the convergent validity of various personality scales, 

authors heavily questioned the instruments commensurability (Pace & Brannick, 2010). In 

fact, they pointed out that the convergent validities were lower than it was expected. Hence, it 

is not surprising that depending on the instrument used, different conclusions about the 

impact of personality traits on computer addiction and internet usage may be reached. The 

reasons for these differences may include respondent’s different interpretations of the item 

content or add to the evidence that different measures of the same theory may not be entirely 

equivalent.  

5. Conclusions  

In summary, the results of this study showed that two different measures of the Big Five 

factors of personality could predict a considerable amount of variance in excessive computer 

and internet use. Thus, personality traits seem to be helpful in understanding technological 

addictive behaviors. However, the pattern and the relationships of the significant associations 

were not consistent but varied depending on the personality instrument used and/or the 

criterion variable. These differences may be partly attributed to moderate levels of convergent 

validity between the two measures of personality traits. Researchers should be aware of the 

possible fluctuations in findings when they study the effect of personality traits on computer 

and excessive internet use. 
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